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Welcome to Storyland, where all it takes to create magic are a needle and thread! Part storybook,

part cross-stitch guide, this enchanting volume features marvelous projects for everyone from

beginners to the brave and determined. Make Miniature Motifs, Secret Key Bookmarks, Golden

Goose Lavender Sachets, Cameo Frames, and the Read Me a Book Cover. There's even a

bound-in envelope with a small square of evenweave, a needle, and threadâ€”so you can start

sewing a unicorn, frog prince, or jackalope right away!
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I was looking for some patterns for a beginner that were fun and "young" for me to start building my

skills. I found that a lot of books were full of things I would expect in my grandmothers house, not

my own. When I found this book I was so excited! Even though you can't see the patterns I had a

feeling that it would be full of awesome patterns and I was right! The instructions were very clear

and the projects she suggested for each pattern were cool and unique.Since you can't see inside I

can list off some of the cool patterns for anyone looking for specifics. Theres a unicorn, jackalope,

stag head, winter tree, owl, leaves, skeleton key, bow and arrows, a wolf, a knight and princess

cameo, and more!

I have learned when there isn't a preview of several pages to beware, thanks to this book.Beautifully

designed book. However, several projects were repeated with slight variences that you could do

yourself. This padded the content to make up for the lack of patterns. Unlike the cover, there is very

little color or shading in the actual projects. Most of the patterns are solid black- an outline of a thing



with zero detail or shading.If you like the cover- you may be disappointed as it is not representative

of the style of most of the patterns.The included evenweave and black floss were a nice touch.

I randomly came across some of the patterns in this book and bought it on a whim. Craft books

always make me nervous because it seems they are either really great or really terrible. This book is

great! The illustrations are gorgeous and there are a variety of patterns, from easy to difficult. Her

writing is great and instructions are clear. I think my favorite thing (so far) is that she turns her

patterns into complete projects and encourages creative usage for them.

This book is really, completely adorable. All the projects make me want to immediately jump into

every project, and the layout and design is great. I had seen it mentioned online numerous times

and wanted to see what all the fuss was about. It's totally worth buying. As a long-time stitcher, I

could not recommend it more.

I love everything about this book. I am new to cross stitch and was struggling to find clever,

vintagey-modern designs. (If that makes sense.) Looking in a Michael's for example, all you are apt

to find are patterns of Christmas bears in sweaters and tacky butterflies. Not the case for this

stunningly beautiful book. Each easy-to-follow pattern is accompanied by a charming little story. Not

only are there patterns; there are also directions for making projects: pillows, pins, wall hangings,

etc. The best way I can describe these patterns is that they seem as though they would all be

hanging on the wall of an Urban Outfitters. The quality of the book is superb. I think I'll even give it a

home on the coffee table! You'll be happy to find a little pocket in the back of the book with some

thread, fabric, and a needle. Once you look through this whimsical book, you will be eager to start

stitching!

Really charming! My daughter babysits for a precocious 4 year old girl, and through reading fairy

tales to this child has decided to stitch her a fairy tale character for her 5th birthday. I can't wait to

see MY girl's face when she opens this helpful book!

Absolutely ADORABLE book!! This book is stunningly made it included a lot of cute little gift items

and extras. Beautifully laid out, beautifully written, and the imagery is gorgeous! I would highly

recommend this as a gift or gift to yourself.



Not only does this book have a lot of super cute great ideas in it, the book itself is beautiful. This will

make a good display book on the shelf, as will the crafts we make out of the instructions inside! It's

easy to read and understand and fun to look at. I can't wait to look at other things by this author
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